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Abstract

Opie’s “pancreatic duct obstruction” and “common channel” theories are generally accepted as explanations of the mechanisms involved in gallstone acute pancreatitis (AP). Common channel elucidates the mechanism of necrotizing pancreatitis due to gallstones. For pancreatic duct obstruction, the clinical picture of most patients with ampullary stone impaction accompanied by biliopancreatic obstruction is dominated by life-threatening acute cholangitis rather than by AP, which clouds the understanding of the severity of gallstone AP. According to the revised Atlanta classification, it is difficult to consider these clinical features as indications of severe pancreatitis. Hence, the term “gallstone cholangiopancreatitis” is suggested to define severe disease complicated by acute cholangitis due to persistent ampullary stone impaction. It incorporates the terms “cholangitis” and “gallstone pancreatitis.” “Cholangitis” refers to acute cholangitis due to cholangiovenous reflux through the foci of extensive hepatocyte necrosis reflected by marked elevation in transaminase levels caused by persistent ampullary obstruction. “Gallstone pancreatitis” refers to elevated pancreatic enzyme levels consequent to pancreatic duct obstruction. This pancreatic lesion is characterized by minimal or mild inflammation. Gallstone cholangiopancreatitis may be valuable in clinical practice for specifying gallstone AP that needs urgent endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography with endoscopic sphincterotomy.
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Core Tip: The term “gallstone cholangiopancreatitis” is suggested to specify gallstone
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INTRODUCTION

The presence of gallstones is an important etiologic factor for the development of acute pancreatitis (AP). Generally, obstruction of pancreatic outflow, which is frequently caused by transiently impacted stones at the ampulla of Vater, can cause gallstone AP [1]. Most patients with gallstone AP have a mild disease due to the eventual passage of stones, exhibiting rapid objective improvement. Nevertheless, the pathophysiology of severe disease in the remaining patients, refractory to conventional supportive therapy, remains controversial. In addition to the low incidence of gallstone AP in those with gallstones (3.4%[2], 7.7%[3]), the rapid disease course and the relative inaccessibility of pancreatic tissues for the examination of AP have hampered investigations of the mechanism of severe disease in gallstone AP[4]. Considering these issues, investigations in humans may rely on findings from either autopsies or emergency surgeries performed during the early disease course. Emergency surgeries were common until the 1980s; however, they are no longer a common practice. Based on autopsy findings, Eugene Opie proposed the “pancreatic duct obstruction” and “common channel” theories in 1901, which are generally accepted as explanations of the mechanisms involved in gallstone AP[4]. Opie’s postulates can be summarized as follows: (1) Stones impacted at the terminal bile duct or the ampulla of Vater obstruct the bile and pancreatic ducts simultaneously. The obstructed pancreatic juice and bile may be forced backward into the pancreatic and hepatic parenchyma and penetrate their surrounding tissues, causing interstitial edematous pancreatitis and/or fat necrosis (“pancreatic duct obstruction” theory) and tissue stain with bile pigments and/or jaundice, respectively; and (2) Small stones about 3 mm in diameter that are large enough to lodge at the duodenal orifice mostly measured 2 mm to 2.5 mm but too small to obstruct the bile and pancreatic duct orifices, convert both ducts into a continuous closed channel. Contraction of the gallbladder overcomes any slight pressure difference between the bile and pancreatic ducts, which may lead to repeated bile reflux into the pancreatic duct, causing necrotizing pancreatitis (NP) (“common channel” theory).

Pancreatic duct obstruction theory stipulates that simultaneous obstruction of both ducts due to the large stone size and very short length of the common channel causes AP. However, severe disease caused by persistent ampullary stone impaction combined with biliopancreatic obstruction remains controversial. This is one of the main issues considered in this opinion review.

NP AND PASSED STONE

Common channel theory elucidates the cause of NP due to gallstones. Animal models have shown that protease activation is highly dependent on calcium release[5], with bile acids inducing calcium-releasing signals and contributing to pancreatic acinar cell damage[6]. However, questions on the evidence of bile reflux into the pancreatic duct...
and the presence of impacted stones, which prevent wide acceptance of this postulate, have been raised. Recently, histological evidence of bile reflux into the pancreas as the cause of NP has been reported[7], and Opie’s long-speculated “common channel” theory that NP represents the primary action of bile has been proven. In a case in the 1980s reported by Isogai et al[7], the operative cholangiogram did not demonstrate any bile duct stones. However, it revealed reflux of contrast material into the pancreatic duct, suggesting that an “anatomic” common channel was converted into a “functioning” common channel[8]. Kelly[9] noted that a functioning common channel is necessary for bile reflux and favors stone passage. Thus, regarding the presence of no impacted stones, virtually all small stones of a size that settle in the narrow duodenal orifice and allow bile reflux into the pancreatic duct may be evacuated and passed soon after triggering NP, thereby providing no evidence of their former impaction[7,10].

Long common channels[11], which allow for communication between the two ducts using impacted stones at the duodenal orifice, are not universally present in patients with gallstone AP. Hernández and Lerch[12] observed that the migration of gallstones through the biliary tract induces functional stenosis at the sphincter of Oddi, and a common channel between the pancreatic and bile ducts can arise. In 1909, Opie and Meakins[13] reported a case of NP with an anomalous duct of Santorini with a relatively wide orifice. They concluded that duodenal contents might have regurgitated into the pancreatic duct, causing NP; enterokinase, which is the most potent activator of pancreatic proteolytic enzymes, is present in these duodenal secretions. The passage of stones may cause a similar patulous sphincter, permitting duodenopancreatic reflux[14]. However, it may be difficult to prove histologically the reflux as the cause of NP since duodenal contents have no pigment to indicate their presence.

CONTROVERSIES RELATED TO BILIOPANCREATIC OBSTRUCTION

As Opie noted, pancreatic lesions caused by impacted ampullary stones may be interstitial edematous pancreatitis, of which clinical symptoms usually resolve within the first week[15]. It can also be fat necrosis, which is probably caused by lipase (one of the few pancreatic enzymes that require no activation), phagocytized by macrophages that may later be replaced with small foci of fibrotic tissues[16]. Acosta et al[17] noted that during the early stage of gallstone AP with persistent ampulillary obstruction, a possible pancreatic complication is a pancreatic phlegmon, which includes a pancreatic inflammatory mass, peripancreatic fluid, and fat necrosis. Similarly, Oria et al[18] noted that biliopancreatic obstruction does not, by itself, contribute to persistent pancreatic inflammation or its worsening. Moreover, whether pancreatic duct obstruction without reflux causes NP in humans remains unknown[4]. Additionally, the clinical picture of most patients with ampullary stone impaction is often dominated by cholangitis and septicemia rather than by AP[4], which clouds the understanding of the severity of gallstone AP and leads to confusion and controversy regarding the management of patients with gallstone AP.

As noted previously, during the era of Opie, macroscopic findings of fat necrosis and/or interstitial edematous pancreatitis and those of jaundice and/or tissue stain with bile pigments were the indicators of persistent pancreatic duct and bile duct obstruction, respectively. The current availability of biochemical tests has shown that patients with gallstone AP have highly elevated liver and pancreatic enzyme levels during the early disease course. A histopathological study of liver biopsy specimens in gallstone AP patients with minimal or mild pancreatic inflammation (few patients with NP underwent liver biopsy) have shown that elevated serum transaminase levels reflect histopathological acute inflammatory hepatocyte necrosis (accumulation of neutrophils in and around the disappeared liver cell plate) and acute cholangitis (neutrophil infiltration in and around the bile duct lumen in the portal triad)[19]. Using electron microscopy, a disorganized liver cell plate, retained biliary material in the dilated canaliculi, and cytoplasm shedding into the Disse space have also been detected[19]. Thus, highly elevated liver enzyme levels during the early disease course in patients with gallstone AP reflect microscopic hepatocyte necrosis and cholangitis caused by the sudden blockage of the ampulla of Vater because of migrating bile duct stones[19]. Liver enzymes escape from degenerated and necrotic hepatocytes, causing marked hypertransaminemia. These hepatic histopathological simultaneous changes of cholestasis, acute cholangitis, and hepatocyte necrosis were consistent with those observed in patients with gallstone hepatitis[20], which will be discussed later. Based
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on the hepatic histopathological changes in gallstone AP, Neoptolemos et al. concluded that there is a degree of obstruction in both bile and pancreatic ducts in gallstone AP. In contrast, the admission serum bilirubin reflects the degree of “persistent” bile duct obstruction due to the continued presence of bile duct stones. Thus, the elevation of serum transaminase is consistent with the concept of transient ampullary obstruction in gallstone AP and useful in establishing gallstone etiology. An elevated alanine transaminase (ALT) level is widely considered the most useful to identify the biliary etiology of AP, and a 1994 meta-analysis found that an ALT level of > 150 units/L has a positive predictive value for gallstone AP of 95%. A prospective study conducted by Anderson et al. demonstrated that the higher the ALT, the more likely a biliary cause becomes; ALT levels of > 300 units/L and > 500 units/L have positive predictive values of 87% and 92%, respectively.

In 1991, Isogai et al. proposed the term “gallstone hepatitis” as a new clinical entity defined as a marked elevation in serum transaminase levels due to acute inflammatory liver cell degeneration and necrosis during the early stage of gallstone impaction in the bile duct. Marked elevation in transaminase levels alone may lead to a diagnosis of so-called hepatitis. However, the pathogenesis of gallstone hepatitis differs from ordinary hepatitis in that hepatocyte necrosis does occur as a consequence of cholestasis. Hepatocellular degeneration and necrosis have been histologically shown to be the acute inflammatory reactions to liver injury caused by acute bile duct obstruction, which is transient and reversible after its early resolution. It is easily conceivable that if the bile duct is obstructed by impacted stones, it becomes a closed system filled with bile and that pathological changes in the bile duct such as bile stasis, increased pressure, or infection may affect the liver cells that bound the bile canaliculi and cause hepatocellular injury. Mayer and McMahon reported that transient ampullary obstruction causes a rapid rise in bile duct pressure and consequent liver cell damage. Animal models showed that a combination of bile stasis and inflammation causes a mechanical insufficiency of lymph circulation, leading to extensive liver cell necrosis. In addition to a marked depression of the hepatic microcirculation, increased neutrophil infiltration in the liver represents a potential source of liver injury during acute biliary obstruction. In about half of patients with gallstone hepatitis, the gross appearance of the gallbladder showed acute cholecystitis. However, acute cholecystitis was significantly more frequent among patients with gallstone hepatitis than control patients, and acute inflammation of the gallbladder is thought to be secondary to bile duct obstruction. Similarly, histological evidence of acute cholangitis is considered after bile duct obstruction and not the initial process responsible for transaminase elevation. In 2016, Huh et al. proposed to exclude patients with acute cholangitis upon hospital admission from gallstone hepatitis. Marked elevation of serum transaminase levels is induced under conditions in which intrabladder pressure dramatically surges.

These highly elevated liver test results (gallstone hepatitis) should heighten the clinician’s awareness of coexisting acute biliary tract disease with gallstone AP. Hepatocytes with tight junctional complexes, which form a seal between the lumen of the bile canaliculus and the hepatic intercellular space, play a role in the creation of the canaliculi–sinusoidal barrier and discontinuities in the junctional meshwork provide a direct pathway between the lumen of the bile canaliculus and the intercellular space. Thus, elevated liver enzyme levels, a serological reflection of microscopic hepatocyte necrosis, indicate disruption to the barrier. It permits regurgitation of the bile into the circulating blood if the pressure in the bile canaliculus increases further due to persistent obstruction of the bile duct leading to acute ascending cholangitis.

Conventionally, clinicians have paid less attention to hepatobiliary diseases characterized by markedly elevated liver enzyme levels caused by impacted bile duct stones; this seems to be the Achilles heel in managing patients with gallstone AP. This may be unavoidable because the term “gallstone AP” refers to “pancreatitis” alone. The term “gallstone hepatopancreatitis” reflects elevated liver and pancreatic enzyme levels, which may better direct the clinician’s attention to hepatobiliary pancreatic lesions occurring in both the liver and the pancreas caused by transiently impacted stones at the ampulla of Vater early in the gallstone AP course.

**SUBDIVISION OF SEVERE DISEASE INTO TWO CATEGORIES**

The revised Atlanta classification for AP defines moderately severe and severe AP as the presence of transient organ failure, local complications, or exacerbation of
comorbid diseases and as persistent organ failure, respectively[15]. Subsequently, a clinical dilemma arises: Are those patients with AP of gallstone etiology (i.e. gallstone AP) who have minimal or mild pancreatitis complicated with life-threatening acute cholangitis due to persistent ampullary stone impaction diagnosed with moderately severe or severe AP? It is difficult to consider these clinical features to be indicative of such severity of AP. To cope with the dilemma mentioned above, the author suggests the term “gallstone cholangiopancreatitis (CP)” to define severe disease with minimal or mild pancreatitis complicated with life-threatening acute cholangitis. The term “gallstone CP” incorporates the terms “cholangitis” and “gallstone pancreatitis.” “Cholangitis” refers to acute ascending cholangitis due to cholangiovenous reflux through the foci of extensive hepatocyte necrosis reflected by marked elevation in transaminase levels (gallstone hepatitis) caused by persistent ampullary obstruction. Conversely, “gallstone pancreatitis” refers to elevated pancreatic enzyme levels due to pancreatic duct obstruction, the pancreatic lesion that has minimal or mild inflammation (Figure 1A). It should be emphasized that in gallstone CP, the hepatobiliary pathology reflected by “cholangitis” outweighs the pancreatic lesion reflected by “gallstone pancreatitis.” Currently, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) with endoscopic sphincterotomy (ES) is the widely accepted modality for gallstone AP with coexisting cholangitis and persistent biliary obstruction (i.e. gallstone CP)[10,30].

In contrast, NP resulting from the reflux of bile or duodenal contents into the pancreas uncomplicated with acute biliary tract disease due to the passage of stones is recommended to define “gallstone NP” (Figure 1B). This is because AP is generally an inflammation secondary to pancreatic tissue necrosis, irrespective of etiology, resulting from autodigestion by pancreatic enzymes[16]. Considering that stones responsible for NP generally pass into the duodenum early in the disease course or have already been evacuated and lost, ES may not be necessary for patients with gallstone NP. Additionally, a recent multicenter randomized controlled trial reported that compared with conservative treatment, urgent ERCP with ES (within 24 h after hospital presentation) did not reduce the composite endpoint of major complications or mortality in patients with predicted severe gallstone AP (Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II score ≥ 8, Imrie score ≥ 3, or C-reactive protein level > 150 mg/L) and without cholangitis[31]. For future clinical trials on the role of urgent ERCP, American Gastroenterological Association has recommended that the timing of the ERCP interventions should be 24-48 h after diagnosis (24 h to allow spontaneous passage of the stone and 48 h to ensure that prolonged biliary obstruction does not occur)[10].

**PERSPECTIVES ON GALLSTONE PANCREATITIS**

In 2017, Campos et al[32] reported that pancreaticobiliary diseases are the most common cause of the marked increase in serum aminotransferase levels, considering the decrease in the prevalence of liver diseases (including viral infections) due to vaccination programs, social awareness campaigns, and an increased incidence of cholesterol calculi in developed countries, which was considered to be a new paradigm. The marked increase in serum aminotransferase levels in pancreaticobiliary diseases observed by Campos et al[32] was specifically in gallstone hepatitis or gallstone AP. Thus, gallstone AP is expected to be more often encountered. Gallstone AP is a disease diagnosed by the abnormal biochemical data of pancreatic and liver enzymes or may be missed if the blood tests are not performed. Once gallstone AP is diagnosed based on the acute onset of a severe epigastric pain accompanied by an elevation of pancreatic and liver enzyme levels and gallstones are demonstrated by image modalities, it should be properly managed based on the differences in clinical features and the mechanism by which gallstones initiate AP. The acute inflammatory hepatobiliary disease indicated by marked hypertransaminasemia (gallstone hepatitis) together with the pancreatic lesion reflected by a pancreatic enzyme elevation needs to be evaluated.

Within the first 72 h following its diagnosis, the key management strategy is to predict patients with gallstone CP who will benefit from ERCP with ES. It may be difficult to distinguish the inflammatory response caused by pancreatic injury from that due to biliary sepsis. Additionally, the diagnosis of coexisting acute cholangitis is not always straightforward, and the reliance on Charcot’s triad criteria may be insufficient[18]. The sensitivity and specificity of endoscopic ultrasound in detecting common bile duct stones are superior to those of both transabdominal ultrasound and
Figure 1 Subdivisions of gallstone pancreatitis with severe disease into gallstone cholangiopancreatitis and gallstone necrotizing pancreatitis. A: Gallstone cholangiopancreatitis with persistent ampullary stone impaction and ascending acute cholangitis complicated with minimal or mild pancreatic inflammation due to biliopancreatic obstruction; B: Gallstone necrotizing pancreatitis caused by the reflux of bile or duodenal contents into the pancreas (P), not complicated by acute biliary tract disease due to the passage of stones. L: Liver; BD: Bile duct; GB: Gallbladder; PD: Main pancreatic duct.

CONCLUSION

Regarding gallstone AP, the disease severity caused by persistent ampullary stone impaction with biliopancreatic obstruction remains controversial. Based on the differences in clinical features and the mechanism by which gallstones initiate AP, the severe disease is subdivided into gallstone CP and gallstone NP. The term “gallstone CP” is suggested to define severe disease with minimal or mild pancreatitis complicated by life-threatening acute cholangitis due to persistent ampullary stone impaction. The term “gallstone CP” may be valuable in clinical practice for specifying gallstone AP that needs urgent ERCP with ES. Whereas severe disease with NP resulting from the reflux of bile or duodenal contents into the pancreas is defined as “gallstone NP,” which is not complicated by acute biliary tract disease due to the passage of stones, and urgent ERCP may not be necessary.

Although elevation in serum transaminase levels in patients with gallstone CP reflects hepatic injury, which is inappropriate for use in multifactor prognostic systems of AP such as Ranson or Imrie score, the mechanism of transaminase elevation in patients with gallstone NP remains unclear without hepatic histopathological evidence, and further studies are needed.
Figure 2 The algorithm for the diagnosis and initial treatment of gallstone pancreatitis. AP: Acute pancreatitis; CECT: Contrast-enhanced computed tomography; CP: Cholangiopancreatitis; ERCP: Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography; ES: Endoscopic sphincterotomy; NP: Necrotizing pancreatitis.
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